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  Dear Peter,
Re: Motion: That Fincom develop a privacy policy that clearly states  
that receipts handed in to DTE are the property of DTE so that  
volunteers are aware that information provided could be made available  
to members and volunteers.

   

  We have discussed your proposed motion (above) at length
Concerns were raised about blanket freedom of information to members  
and volunteers on all receipts. 
This motion is not in keeping with generally accepted Privacy Principles.

We are therefore referring this matter to the Board of our Co-op.
We believe the organisation has a duty of care to protect individuals'  
personal details.

Kind regards
FinCom
   

  Quoting Peter Tippett <email@petertippett.com.au>:

>  
>
>    Inwards correspondence to the OC
>
>    To the OC
>
>    I have put a motion for the next Fincom work group meeting on  
> January 6 with the hope of addressing the transparency issue  
> regarding receipts and privacy. (see below)
>
>    Should Fincom fail to provide some guidance in this matter I hope  
> that the OC will be able to develop a policy for Fincom and others  
> to follow.
>
>     
>
>    Agenda item ID: 12923
> Date: 2020-12-24 11:48:16
> Meeting: FINCOM
>
> Agenda item: PRIVACY POLICY UPDATE
>
> Agenda details: Could Fincom write or update a privacy policy to  
> inform those that need to hand in receipts that all receipts are the  
> property of DTE and that information provided could be made  
> available to members and volunteers.
>
> Motion: That Fincom develop a privacy policy that clearly states  



> that receipts handed in to DTE are the property of DTE so that  
> volunteers are aware that information provided could be made  
> available to members and volunteers.
>
> Item by: Peter Tippett
>
>     
> --  Kind regards  Peter Tippett  P.O. Box 228 Batman Vitoria 3058   
> 0438768500 email@petertippett.com.au  


